
CONOMISTS and policymakers are extremely
interested in the temporal stability of the money
demand relationship. Most economists use macro-
economic models which assume that money demand
is consistently related to a number of predetermined
variables. As such, evidence of instability in the re-
lationship casts doubt on the validity of such models.

Evidence of temporal instability is likewise discon-
certing to monetary policymakers. When the relation-
ship between money demand and the variables that
determine it breaks down, policymakers by definition
are unsure of future money demand. Thus, project-
ing the linkage between the money stock and eco-
nomic variables such as output, prices, and interest
rates becomes even more difficult and tenuous than
before.

With regard to narrowly defined money (Ml), the
evidence on the stability of the demand relationship
has recently taken a drastic turn. Prior to the mid-
1970s, the evidence supporting a stable money de-
mand relationship in the United States was “over-
whelming,” to borrow Laidler’s description.’ Along
the same line, Laumas and Mehra provided statistical
evidence that the relationship was stable under a
broad range of alternative specifications.2

iDavid E. W. Laidler, “The Influence of Money on Economic
Activity: A Survey of Some Current Problems,’ in C. Clayton,
J. C. Gilbert, and R. Sedgwick, eds., Monetary Theory and
Policy in the 1970’s, (London: Oxford University Press,
1971).

2G. 5. Laumas and Y. P. Mehra, “The Stability of the Demand
for Money Function: The Evidence from Quarterly Data,”
The Review of Economics and Statistics (November 1976),
pp. 463-68.

In 1976, however, two separate studies found evi-
dence which suggests that the money demand rela-
tionship had broken down around 1973. Both Enzler,
Johnson, and Paulus (EJP), and Goldfeld found that
the traditional transaction money demand relationship
significantly overpredicted post-1972 real money bal-
ances .~ Being unsuccessful in attempting to explain
the decline statistically, both studies concluded that
there had indeed been a downward shift in the re-
lationship over this period.

This conclusion recently has come under attack in
a number of studies which resurrect concern about
the appropriate money demand specification. These
studies argue that other specifications of the money
demand relationship do not indicate any recent break-
down. This article provides a critical review of the
existing evidence on the issue of the temporal stability
of the money demand relationship. Various money
demand specifications are examined in terms of their
dynamic out-of-sample predictive ability over the post-
1972 period and more formally through the use of the
Brown-Durbin-Evans (BDE) cusum-squares tests.4

The forecasting ability of these alternatives is com-
pared using a common sample period, data base, and
means of generating post-sample predictions.

3jared Enzler, Lewis Johnson, and John Paulus, “Some Prob-
lems of Money Demand,’ Brookings Papers on Economic Ac-
tivity (1: 1976) pp. 261-79; Stephen M. Goldfeld, “The Case
of the Missing Money,” Brookings Papers on Economic Activ-
ity (3: 1976), pp. 683-730.

4R. L. Brown, J. Durbin, and J. M. Evans, “Techniques for
Testing the Constancy of Regression Relationships Over Time,”
Journal of the Royal Statistical Society, Ser. B, Vol. 37, (No. 2,
1975), pp. 149-92.
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The basic Goldfeld equation, which posits a real
adjustment lag, provides the standard of comparison
for alternative money demand specifications.5 The real
adiustment version of the Goldfeld specification is

(1) In (~))= a
4

+ a, lay, + a, In CPR, +

a, In RTD + a
4

in (~-~)+ v,,

where M = nominal Ml balances,
P = the general price level (the implicit

GNP deflator),
y = real income (real GNP),

CPR = the commercial paper rate,
RTD = the rate on time deposits,

V = an error term.6

The first row of table 1 reports the coefficient esti-
mates and summary statistics for this money demand
specification. All estimates shown are for the sample
period II/1955-IV/1972 and are based on the Coch-
rane-Orcutt (CORC) estimation technique. In addi-
tion, table 1 reports the root-mean-squared error
(RMSE) of the dynamic post-sample simulations
(I/1973-I/1977).~
5
The equation hypothesizes that the real money stock only par-
tially adjusts to the desired level in the current quarter (the
desired level being determined by real income and the two
contemporaneous interest rates). Another popular version of
the partial adjustment process hypothesizes that the nominal
money stock partially adjusts to the desired level within one
quarter. This version is similar to equation 1 in all respects
except that the lagged money stock variable is divided by the
contemporaneous price level. It should be noted that Coldfeld
found the nominal adjustment mechanism slightly preferable
in terms of out-of-sample forecasting ability. We use his real
version, however, since it has become the standard reference
equation io most studies considered here.

“Since Goldfeld estimates equation 1 by the Cochrane-Orcutt
(CORC) estimation procedure, he implicitly assumes v, =
p v,-, + a,, where p is a constant and a is an error term
with classical properties. In theory, the coexistence of a lagged
dependent variable and serially correlated error terms casts
doubt about the consistency and efficiency of CORC esti-
mates. However, the work of Laumas-Spencer suggests that
the gains from more elaborate estimation procedures are small.
See C. S. Laumas and David E. Spencer, “The Stability of
tile Demand for Money: Evidence from the Post-1973 Period,”
unpublished manuscript, 1979.

7
Two important points about the post-sample simulations need
to be noted. In the first place, the simulations are based on the
transformed equation, in which the autocorrelation in the error
terms is explicitly recognized. In other words, the forecasts
are based on the equation

/M,\ A A A A

in ~,-~--) =a,(l—p) +a,(lny,—plny,~) -r
â,(lnCPR,-~lnCPR,.) +~(lnRTD,~alnRTD,~,) ±

A M,, A XL-, A M.,
a
4
ln T_ —pIn -p—- +pln

where ~ is the cstimated serial correlation coefficient and ~,
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Although the sample period is slightly different,
the results for this equation are similar to Coldfeld’s.
The estimated coefficients all have the anticipated sign
and are significantly different from zero. These esti-
mates reveal that more than one-third of the desired
change in the money stock is completed within one

quarter and that the long-run income elasticity is
0.54. The resulting large RMSE for the dynamic sim-
ulation demonstrates a marked deterioration in the
relationship after 1972. A comparable simulation over
the period IV/1968-IV/1972 yielded an RMSE of only
2.33 — merely one-tenth of that found for the post-
1972 period.

One of the earliest rebuttals to the instability claim
came from Hamburger, who contended that EJP and
Coldfeld were too restrictive in their choice of asset
yields hypothesized to affect money demand.~ He
argued that the exclusion of long-term asset yields
from the specification was both theoretically and em-
pirically unjustified.

To support his argument, Hamburger incorporated
long-term government bond yields and the common
stock dividend-price ratio in estimating an altered
version of th~MPS (MIT-Pennsylvania-Social Science
Research Council) money demand equation. The
adapted specification used by Hamburger was
(2) in (J~!L) ~o+ f3,InRTD, +~%lnDPR.+

P,y,

13, In RGL. + 13.ln + e.,

where DPR is the dividend-price ratio on common
stock, RCL is the yield on long-term government
bonds, e is an error term, and other variables are as
previously defined.

Estimation results for this equation are reported in
the second row of table 1.°These results, similar to

(1 = 0 4) is the estimated regression coefficient. It is
unclear from the cited studies whether such a procedure is
commonly followed, Second, the RMSE for each equation is
detennined by comparing the actual money stock with the
nominal level simulated by each equation. Many previous
studies use the real money stock and projected real balances
as the source of comparison.

The endpoint of our sample period (1/1977) was chosen
to enhance the comparability between our findings and others
considered here. Also, the series for net wealth used in this
study was available only through 1/1977.

~Michael J. Hamburger, “Behavior of the Money Stock: Is
There a Puzzle?” Journal of Monetary Economics; (No, 3,
1977), pp. 265-288.

~This equation is based on the non,inal adjustment mechanism
discussed in footnote 5. We also estimated the equation assum-
ing a real adjustment mechanism in which the lagged money
stock is deflated by the term (P,, y,). Except for the coeffi-
cient on the commercial bank passbook rate, which was insig-
nificant ly different from zero, the coefficient estimates were
similar to those reported in table 1. However, the RMSE in-
creased dramatically to 14.59 when the real adjustment ver-
sion was employed.
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Table I

Alternative Money Demand Equation
Regre5sion Results: Il/i 9.55-lV/1972

Coeff,cient’ Summary Statistic,

Gaya,n.
Cam. marl Div:dend

Net rme maraal Barw Price Moray
Eauaton Cap,tanl . ncar’e Income Wealth Depos t Pa,er Yield tat,o Logged

t
02 D.W. SEE rho OMSE’

11) Gatdletd -.861 .177 ‘ .040 —.016 .665 994 1.76 .0040 .440 21.88
(518) 15.04) (351) (4.57) (8.36) (7.65)

(2) Homburoar 458 .021 -‘0.020 ‘.024 .908 999 1.70 .0040 .566 4.54
3.25) (2.24) (I 91) 3.03) (34.77) (1.59)

(3) 8. Eri.dman ‘.613 .100 .065 —.040 014 .728 995 1.81 .0038 .372 21.72

(3 49) (2 38) (2.63) (3 ill (4.05) (7.56) (7.59)

(4) (aumas-Spencer - .286 .056 .017 .924 993 1.88 .0044 .377 28.94

(560) (485) (4.45) 21.88) (10.12)

(5) Oorda.Pak 908 .174 —.030 —.02) .760 .993 2.02 .0055 .021 9.95

15,22) (5.03) (3.42) 16.10) (12.24) (3.48)

;Il ‘. arialdes i-titer loga! it hn-deally and all equal Inns are estimated using the Cochrane—Orcutt iterativc technique. The nuuubeTs
it’ part-ntheses are alist tutu: sail es of t—i atio’.

“the ClildfehI, Fried,nan, atirl Laumus-Spenci r Ci hat (‘us (‘1)111 au’ a Iag~ed I RIley variable of the form (M .~/P,., ) . The
llainluii’ger spitifk’atioi, im’ludo., a lagited mnnr’y atiable of the form I M. ./P.y. ). The laggerl mone)’ tern, ill the Garcia—
Pak equmlinu as of the form (NI, .,P, ), sshere Xl - Xli + I \F.

‘I lIe RMSl~i~(lit’ Tilt It urn an—squared error for dynamic e’t rapc,lati ni over the 1/197.3-1/1977 period. The 0 rror is ill b~lli~,i,s
if t. ut it ut duilars, and I he percentage CT ror — the IDOl SE relati~en, the n,ealu level of MI loala, Ices over the post—sample
ptraod — is listed in parentheses.

II ainhurger’s, indicata’ that 1 ong—ten ii yields have a esti nate yielded by Cot dfeld’s equation. Finally, while
significant effect on money demand. Furthermore, the Goldfeld was criticized for excluding long-term yields
equation performs quite well relative to Goldfeld’s from the relationship, Hambq~ger equally can be
equation in post-sample simulations. criticized for excluding short-term rates other than the

passbook rate. This exclusion creates problems whenImportant differences between the Goldfeld and
Regulation 9 prevents the commercial passbook rateHamburger estimation results should be noted, how-
from moving in step with other short-term yields.ever. First, Hamburger s specification implies that less
Thus Hamburger has no good proxy in the equationthan 10 percent of the change in the desired money
to nick up movements in freely fluctuating short’term

stock occurs within one quarter, much slower than
the 34 percent adjustment suggested by Goldfeld.t° yiel
In addition, Hamburger’s specification, by excluding Friedman has criticized Hamburger’s conclusion that
real income as a separate independent variable, has long-term asset yields provide the key to understand-
constrained the long-run income elasticity to be ing the recent money demand problem.12 Friedman’s
unity.” This, again, is quite different from the 0.54 analysis considered aggregate wealth as a separate

determinant of money demand. Arguing that Ham-
burger’s dividend-price ratio variable is simply a proxy
for aggregate wealth, Friedman replaced the equity

yield in Hamburger’s specification with aggregate
household financial asset holdings and obtained a net
improvement in post-sample predictive ability. Based

Xln-~c 13, ± 13, In RTD, + 13,InDPR, ± 13, In RGL, + e,
P,y,

‘°It is interesting to note that the relatively slow speed of ad-
justment foi,nd for this specification is not wholly attributable
to the use of a nominal adjustment specification as has been
found in other cases. When Hamburger’s equation is reesti-
mated using a real adjustment mechanism, the estimated
speed of adjustment declines to 7 percent per quarter.

“This may be shown formally by considering the nominal ad-
justment mechanism used by Hamburger:

M, =FNI?1X
M,-, IM,-,l

or
M, ~ M?jX

P,y, = J

M,-,
P,y, I

which, after taking the logarithm and rearranging, yields

ln(~-) =xln(~) +(1_X)lne~).

Returning to equation 2 in the text, we see that Hamburger’s
specification implies,

1Wand 13. = 1 — X. From this it is clear that a~iy,’ = 1,

so that Hamburger’s equation constrains the long-run income
elasticity to be unity. Hamburger’s specification can be criti-
cized further on the grounds that he includes a real rate of
return when a nominal rate is appropriate.

12
Benjamin Friedman, “Crowding Out or Crowding In: Eco-
nomic Consequences of Financing Government Deficits,”
Brookings Papers on Economic Activity (3: 1978), pp. 593-
641.
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on this finding, he conjectured that”. . . Hamburger’s
proposed solution for the mystery of the missing
money is simply a disguised story about the role of
wealth in the money-demand function, and that the
solution works better without the disguise.”3

Were this true, however, one would also expect the
inclusion of a wealth measure in a conventional equa-
tion (such as Goldfeld’s) to yield more reliable post-
sample forecasts. The estimated results for such a
specification are reported in the third row of table 1.
Although the wealth variable (measured here by
household net worth) does have a significant effect
on money demand, it does little to improve post-
sample predictions.

These results do not support Friedman’s interpre-
tation of Hamburger’s finding.’4 According to this
interpretation, the inclusion of a wealth variable in
any specification should improve the equation’s pre-
dictive ability. When incorporated in Goldfeld’s equa-
tion, it did not. This suggests that the inclusion of a
proxy for real wealth is not the crucial feature of
Hamburger’s specification.

Laumas and Spencer examined the applicability of
permanent income — measured as an exponentially
weighted average of past values of real GNP — as the
scale variable in the money demand relationship.’5

The relevance of such a variable is explored in the
fourth row of table 1.16 The estimation results of this
equation are similar to Laumas and Spencer’s. They
imply a slow speed of adjustment (8 percent per
quarter), similar to that of Hamburger’s specification.
On the other hand, the coefficient estimates yield a
long-run permanent income elasticity that is less than
unity (0.74). This specification, however, performs
worse than the original Goldfeld equation over the
post-sample period which suggests that permanent
income, at least measured adaptively, is not a solu-
tion to the puzzle. Our findings (not detailed here)
further indicate that this conclusion is insensitive to
the measurement of interest rates.

Finally, Garcia and Pak have suggested that the
recent problem stems from the use of an improperly

iSjbid,, p. 629.

iSlnterestingly enough, Friedman also finds that the inclusion
of a wealth variable in Goldield’s specification yields an un-
stable relationship, at least based on a “Chow test.’ This
finding should have cautioned him against viewing Ham-
burger’s solution as based on finding a proxy for wealth,
since wealth itself does not appear to make the relationship
stable.

‘
5
baumas-Spencer, “The Stability of the Demand for Money.”

~We used the same real permanent income series as Laumas
and Spencer. It was kindly provided to us by David Spencem.

measured money stock.’~They argue that the recent
widespread use of repurchase agreements has led to
an important underestimation of “true” Ml balances.

The final equation of table 1 investigates this argu-
ment by including immediately available funds (IAF)
data in the measurement of the money stock)8 In all
other respects, this equation is analogous to Goldfeld’s.
The coefficient estimates are similar to the estimates
obtained for Goldfeld’s specification. The standard
error of the equation, however, is larger, which sug-
gests a poorer sample period fit. While this equation
predicts post-1972 Ml balances better than the Gold-
feld equation, it is unclear whether this alone jus-
tifies the conclusion that the relationship is stable.

An examination of the forecasting ability of these
alternative money demand equations indicates that
the inclusion of neither permanent income nor wealth
in the conventional equation significantly improves
post-sample forecasts. Also, while the addition of
purchase agreements to Ml improves the post-sample
predictions, the significance of the improvement
mains unclear. Although Hamburger’s specification
does a superior job in forecasting money balances,
the source of the improvement is puzzling.

As noted in the previous section, Hamburger’s speci-
fication performs quite well in predicting post-1972
money balances. His specification, however, differs
from the conventional equation not only in its incor-
poration of long-term asset yields, but also in its treat-
ment of the long-run income elasticity and its exclusion
of short-term interest rates,

Consider, first, the issue of the long-run income
elasticity. Hamburger’s specification constrains the
long-run income elasticity to be unity while the others
suggest that the long-run income elasticity is signifi-

‘~GillianGarcia and Simon Pak, “Some Clues in the Case of
the Missing Money,” American Economic Review, Papers and
Proceedings (May 1979), pp. 330-34.

“The IAF data used in the present study is taken fmom Gillian
Garcia and Simon Pak, “The Ratio of Currency to Demand
Deposits in the United States,” The Journal of Finance (June
1979), pp. 703-15. It has been argued that the Garcia-PaIr
equation is misspecified because of the exclusion of the ap-
propriate own interest rate on the repurchase agreements,
Using federal funds rate as a proxy for such a rate, Porter,
Simpson, and Mauskopf report that out-of-sample forecast
errors (111/1974-1/1979) are higher than those based on
the equation examined in the text. See Richard D. Porter,
Thomas D. Simpson, and Eileen Mauskopf, “Financial In-
novation and the Monetary Aggregates,” Brookings Papers
on Economic Activity (1: 1979), pp. 213-29.
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These estimation results are reported in the second
row of table 2. The estimated coefficient on real in-
come is negative and significantly different from zero,
which suggests that the long-run income elasticity is
less than unity. In fact, the estimation results indicate
that this parameter is 0.52 — not much different from
Goldfeld’s equation. Incorporation of real income into
the specification yields a larger estimate of both the
speed of adjustment and the short-mn interest elas-
ticity on the time deposit variable. Also, the standard
error of the equation is reduced slightly upon the
relaxation of the income elasticity constraint. Thus,
on empirical grounds, there is no apparent justifica-

Inif real income is included in the specification as a separate
variable, we have, following footnote 11,

x In (~~~4t) = p, + ~, in RTD, + ~3,in DPR, +
P,y,

P~In RGL, + l3~in y,,
(where ~3,(= 1 — A) is the coefficient on the lagged variable)
Or,

Finally, note that the forecasting accuracy of this
general specification (in terms of the RMSE) declines
markedly relative to Hamburger’s original specifica-
tion. This suggests that an important characteristic of
Hamburger’s specification — as far as predictive abil-
ity is concerned — is the imposed income elasticity
constraint,20

Unlike most other specifications, which ignore long-
term asset yields, Hamburger’s equation excludes both
short-term interest rates and (since nominal rates
should incorporate expected inflation) short-term in-
flationary expectations as well. Row three of table 2
enumerates the results of adding the commercial paper
rate to Hamburger’s specification. As far as sample
period estimation is concerned, this short-term rate
has a significant negative impact on money demand.
However, the estimated coefficient on the long-term
government bond yield now becomes insignificantly
different from zero.
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Table 2

Variaflons on Hamburger’s Speciflcation
Il/i 955-tV/i 972

Coefficient’ Summary Statistics

Govern.
Dividend mont Corn-

Time Price Bond mercial Money
Equofion Constant Income Deposit, Ratio Yield Paper Lagged’ R2 D.W SEE rho RMSE

(1) Hamburger .458 - 021 024 .020 .908 .999 I 70 .0040 .566 454
(3.25) (2.24) (3.03) (1.91) (34.77) (1.59)

(2) Unconstrained — .774 .158 — 037 - 025 - .018 .673 .999 1.63 .0039 660 12 55
Hamburger (4.25) (2.80) (3.19) (302) (1.57) (7.82) (439)

(3) Hamburger ~4’CPR .525 - .026 -- .015 .003 .016 .899 .999 I 81 0037 .509 11.29
(4.32) (3.24) (2.07) (0.32) (3.81) (40.10) (3.95)

(4) Unconstrained Ham. — .738 - .094 .038 .016 .002 — .014 .755 .999 1.74 .0036 .561 2573
burger CPR (4.38) (1.82) (3.61) (2.10) (0.18) (3 22) (9.26) (9.00)

~All ~ariahles cr,tc’, logarithmically and all eqo’atiims are e titnated 5 ing the Goc h,arse-Orcutt iteiatice tecinuque. ‘Flie numbcm
in parentheses arc absnlutt values of 1—ratios.

bThe lagged tern, in all equatior 5 is given by M, ,/P,y,.

‘‘lb. RMSF, i the iout—mean—sqnan.d etror lot Iyflanm. extrapiil.itniii ‘15Cr fbi I l’)7 3—I 1977 p.-~,rtd.The C rn,, 1’. tii billion,
(if u,rre,,t (“‘liars, and the ~erc.entage error — the R\I SI’ ft ldt he to flu. Inc an le~el of \l I l,alanc cc os Cr tlst’ post-sample
period — - is Ii~tedin parentheses

cantly’ less than one. hamburger’s constraint can he hon for Hamburger’s I estriction that the income elas-
tested easily by adding the natural log of real income ticitv be in itv.

as a sc.parate independent variable to his or gmat

SI ccilication. This allows the long—run inc oine el t —

ticitv to be freely estimatedY’

In = (~,/A)+ (~,/X) in RTD, + (~,/X)In DPR, +

(f3
1

/X)InRGL, + (~,/X + 1) lay,.

This implies that the long-run income elasticity,( Oln(Mt/P,) -

olny, ~is (f3,/X) + 1, where

fI, is the coefficient on the real income variable and A is the
speed of adjustment. (Note again that Hamburger’s specifica-

As observed when the real income variable was
added, the inclusion of the commercial paper rate

tion constrains 13, to be zero, implying a long-mn income
elasticity of unity),

20
As far as static predictive ability is concerned, Hamburger’s
specification can be further improved by constraining the
income elasticity to values in excess of unity. See Scott E.
Hem, “Empirical Evidence on the Macroeconomic Demand
for Money Relationship in the United States,” (Ph.D. disser-
tation, Purdue University, 1979). Hem argues that these fore-
casts are accurate because the specification is essentially an
autoregressive process.
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improves the sample period fit, but only at the ex-
pense of post-sample predictive ability. Exclusion of
short-term interest rates from the specification, al-
though empirically unjustified, is partially responsible
for Hamburger’s superior forecasting results.

The addition of both real income and the commer-
cial paper rate to the basic Hamburger specification
has a significant impact on both sample period and
post-sample period findings, as shown in row four of
table 2. The coefficients on both variables have the
anticipated signs and are statistically significant. The
estimated coefficient on the lagged money term is
smaller than that of the original specification, which
suggests a quicker speed of adjustment. Also consist-
ent with the Coldfeld equation results, the long-run
income elasticity is estimated to be 0.62. Once again,
the addition of these vanables produces both a de-
cline in the sample-period standard error of the equa-
tion and a deterioration in the equation’s post-sample
predictive ability. In this specification, though, the de-
terioration is so marked that the RMSE is larger than
that of the original Goldfeld equation.

The preceding results suggest that crucial to Ham-
burger’s forecasting accuracy are (1) his treatment of
the long-run income elasticity and (2) his exclusion of
short-term interest rates, not the incorporation of long-
term asset yields as he argues.21 This also explains
why the substitution of a wealth variable in Ham-
burger’s specification yields accurate post-sample pre-
dictions, while its inclusion in the Coldfeld equation
does not.

In the course of reviewing evidence on the tem-
poral stability of the money demand relationship, this
discussion like most recent literature has emphasized
the relative post-1972 forecasting ability of alterna-
tive money demand specifications. This basis of com-
parison, however, assumes that the equation which
performs best in terms of yielding the smallest post-
sample RMSE is the most stable relationship.

The inappropriateness of such an assumption should
be obvious. If one is concerned with the temporal sta-
bility of a given relationship, one should be concerned

21 All versions of the original Hamburger specification consid-
ered ill table 2 were also estimated assuming a real rather
than a nominal adjustment mechanism, The results, available
from the aothors upon request. were similar in most respects
to those reported above.
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with the predictive ability of that specification at dif-
ferent points in time, not its predictive ability rela-
tive to other specifications. Evidence that a given
equations predictions over a certain time interval are
inferior to its predictions at earlier lime periods
(especially when such predictions are consistently
to one side of the actual values) is highly suggestive
of a breakdown in that relationship. A comparison of
the predictive ability of any two equations over a
given time period, however, will not allow one to de-
duce anything about the temporal stability- of either
equation.

In order to redirect attention to the basic issue of
temporal stability, an alternative criterion to that of
examining the relative forecasting ability of alterna-
tive specifications is now applied. This alternative test
procedure will be used to examine the temporal sta-
bility of each specification discussed earlier.

The test used here is formulated and described in
Brown, Durbin, and EvansS1 To test the hypothesis
of coefficient stability statistically, the BDE test re-
quires the calculation of the one-period-ahead forecast
error of each specification. This prediction error is
based on a regression over the time period 1 to r,
where r = k + I,..,, T (k is the number of regres-
sors, including the constant, and T is the sample size).
In other words, if k is equal to, say, five, then the
first one-period-ahead prediction error would be based
on a regression estimated over the sample 1 to 6. The
second prediction error is based on the regression
estimated over the sample I to 7 and so on until the
end of the sample (T) is reached.

The BDE statistic used, called the cusum-squares
statistic, may be written as

±Wi
t~k+1

Sr rk+1 T

where w~ represents the squared one-period-ahead
prediction errors. The cusum-squares statistic is es-
sentially the ratio of the squared one-period-ahead
prediction errors based on the sample period k + I
to r, to the squaied one-period-ahead prediction errors
based on a regression estimated over the sample pe-

12
Browo, Durbin and Evans, “Testing the Constancy of Regres-
non Relationships.” Recently, Heller and Khan have applied
this teehniqne to a short-mn money demand specification
which includes an approximation of the interest rate tenu
structure. See H. Robert Heller and Mohsin S. Kahn, “The
Demand for Money and the Term Structure of interest
Rates,” Journal of Political Economy (Februan’ 1979), pp.
109-29.

(3)
Tx

‘—5+’
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Table 3

Alternative Money Demand Equation
Regression Results 11/1955 1/1977

Coefficient’ Summary StatisIic5

Govern’
Permo. Cam- ment Dividend

nent Net Time mercial Bond Price Money,
Equation Constant income Income Wealth Deposits Paper Yield Ratio Logged’ R2 OW. SEE rho

GoIdfeld - 684 .154 --.050 —.013 .642 .902 2.04 .0050 .922
(3.29) (4.30) 12.71) (2.90) (7.55)

Hamburger .347 -.014 —.015 -.020 .930 .999 1.82 .0042 .478
(3.69) (1.95) (1.68) (3.68) (51.06)

Unconstrained —.366 —.020 —.016 —.014 —.022 .903 .999 1.84 .0042 .512
Hamburger 13.70) (.668) (2.02) (1.47) (3.58) (22.45)

Hamburger + CPR --.312 -014 —.008 -.002 -019 .938 .999 1.90 .0041 .493
13.27) (1.86) (2.27) (0.12) (3.42) (50.43)

tJncanetroined
Hamburger ‘ CPR -‘.255 .041 —.009 ‘-‘.010 .002 —.015 .995 .999 1.89 .0041 .405

(287) (1 32) (1 34) (259) (017) (259) (23 14)

B. Friedman .111 —.064 .100 —.003 —.015 1.02 992 2.00 .0049 .370
(1 17) (242) (350) (040) (382) (26 51)

Laumas Spencer 137 025 —018 992 991 207 0052 563
(2.67) (2.36) (4.05) (21.15)

Gorcio-Pak —.952 .182 -‘.044 —.014 .742 .993 2.28 .0042 .392

(515) (514) (333) (272) (12 50)

\l]~auab]c ustir I )UdriIIiiuiLJH) aiiti sIt qis itinlic qre esiirnattri osrr ‘ lit Cot hr sin, Ott irtt rttsattsc I. thtiiqi c fbi it nishiti
in pare’ithc’,eh arp absolute aba’s of (—ratios.
I lit oirItc Itt I ru tim iii tic] I at ‘a’ Spc lair C ni utiotus cit all a lagec I mmnt( 3, ‘anabl’ cI tlsn torus \1 P j Ii un
bit rgm,r and it aiiation’, u~t I ‘ ],st.gr ci inn CS art suit Ut thc tot t i \I I~~‘ I ht. ia~m,imi ii sortit I t.i’ni sri the C lrc 14 P ti
c qoatios is iii th~.loon ( ‘4 ,.e 1 vs bin \) ML —t— I W

nod k + I to T — the Sr statistic is compared to a In general short run nu omi t 1 ist’n sty du lm s sig
critical value and, if the estimated relationship is nificantly as the sample period is extended, For ex-
stable, the value of S. will be less than the prede- ample, when the income elasticity is freely estimated
termined critical value.24 This test may be illustrated using the Hamburger specification (inclusive or exclu-
graphically by plotting Sr against time, along with sive of the commercial paper rate), the estimated
parallel sets of significance lines which provide the coefficient on the income term becomes statistically
statistical “boundaries” used to indicate a break point insignificant and, in the latter equation, even takes
at that given level of statistical significance. on the “wrong’ sign.

Before applying the cusum-squares test, it was nec- Another common feature of the full sample period
essary to estimate each of the alternative specifications results is the increase in the magnitude of the coeffi-
over the entire sample period (11/1955-1/1977). These dent on the lagged dependent variable. This phe-
regression results are presented in table 3. In compar- nomenon, which has been found in previous studies,
ing the whole period regression results with those of indicates a slower speed of adjustment.25 In the Fried-
the II/1955-IV/1972 period shown in table 1, several man specification, which incorporates the wealth van-
changes are noticeable. In many cases, the full sample able, the lagged term coefficient becomes greater than
estimation results, in and of themselves, indicate a unity, defying any meaningful interpretation within
breakdown in the money demand relationship. the stock-adjustment framework.

tm3For a critical evaluation of the power of these tests, see K. In general, many of the interest rate coefficients
Garbade, “Two Methods for Examining the Stability of Re- appear to be unstable. Although the coefficient on the

~
19

q
7
o~sm;L L1 ~ ~ ~ commercial paper rate vanable maintains its magm

Melvin Hinich, and Timothy W. Mccuire, “Some Compari- tude, the estimated coefficient on the commercial bank
sons of Tests for a Shift in the Slopes of a Multivariate ________

Linear Time Series Model,” Journal of Econometrics (Vol.
25

Garcia and Palm, “Some Clues in the Case of the Missing
o 3 975) pp 297 318 Money Heller and Kahn The Demand for Money and the

°
4
JohnM. Evans, User Guide to TIMVAR, Working Paper, Term Structure of interest Rates;” and B. Friedman, “Crowd-
Central Statistical Office (London, 1973). ing Out.”
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tablc 4

Stahiltty Tests for Alterncstke Money D tnand
Specifications. li/I flS 1/1977

C ,hcol Values
Equotuon Cu cuts squares 1% 5% 10%

Gotdletd 148 233 192 .172
ftcnnbumq u’ 108 233 192 172

Onconstrusned
ftrnurburger .141 235 t94 173

Hortsbur~er CPR 175 235 .194 173

Ii sroune4
Hortthurg r CPk ~208 236 19 174

B Frsethsson .317 235 .194 173

GacioPok 397 ,233 192 172

Loumas$pence 218 232 92 575

1’ eziticl I he u e tact a rornihn
itS B U r G~ PIMVAI1. Waksn a m C tat
gtatust~ca1Office (London 2 7 1

pas book rate shows a marked decline in a majority
of the estimations, sometimes being insignificantly
different from zero. In addition, the coefficient on the
long-term government bond yield in all variations of
the basic Hamburger specification fails to attain sta-
tistical significance over the longer sample period.

In contrast to the other money demand specifica-
tions, the Garcia-Pak and Goldfeld coefficient estimates
are similar over both sample periods. The magnitudes
of Garcia-Pak’s lagged term, income, and time deposit
rate coefficients all appear to change little when the
1/1973-1/1977 observations are included. The largest
change occurs for the coefficient on the commercial
paper rate which declines by 30 percent when coin-
paring the II/1955-IV/1972 results with those for
11/1955-1/1977. Given certain reservations about this
specification (see footuote 18), however, these results
should he interpreted cautiously.

The coefficient estimates for Goldfeld’s specification
appear to be as stable as Garcia-Palm’s. For instance,
the estimated speed of adjustment for the fnll sample
period regression is .358 compared with .335 for thc
II/1955-IV/1972 period. Given the rclative stability
of the other estimated coefficients, it is clear that the
long-run elasticities for the interest rate variables do
not vary dramatically between the two sample pe-
riods, For the commercial paper rate, the long-run
elasticities are .036 and .048 for the 11/1955-1/1977
and 11/1955-1V/1972 periods., res1)cctively. The same
measures for the time deposits variable are .140 and
j19. The change in the estimate of the long-run in-
come elasticity is slightly larger. For the early sample
period this parameter was .528, compared with .430
over the full sample period- While this change may

be significant, it is clearly smaller than that observed
for the other specifications.

In order to carry out the cusum-squares test, it was

assumed that the autocorrelation coefficient for each
specification (given in table 3) was constant over the
entire sample period. This assumption allows the trans-
fonnation of the dependent and all independent vari-
ables to correct for serial correlation in the errors.
This transformation was accomplished by subtracting
the product of the estimated rho coefficient and the
variable’s previous value from the current value of
the variable.2° Specifically, this procedure is given by
the relationship

(4)
where Xt represents the transformation of the variable
xt and ~ is the estimated antocorrelation coefficient.

The statistical results for the cusum-squares tests
are presented in table 4. These tests indicate that
several specifications are unstable over the full sample
period: Hamburger with CPR (at a significance level
of 10 percent), Unconstrained Hamburger with CPH
(5 percent), Friedman (1 percent), Garcia-Pak (1
percent), and Launius-Spencer (5 percent). Perhaps
the most interesting finding is that the Goldfeld speci-
fication demonstrates no structural instability’ using
this test. Indeed, the null hypothesis of stability can-
not be rejected even at the 10 percent level of
significance.27

\Vhile the statistical tests reported in table 4 indi-
cate which equations demonstrate structural insta-
bility in the regression relationships over the entire
sample period, they do not locate the probable point
of departure from constancy. Such information is pro-
vided by charts 1-5. In each chart, the sample cusum-
squares statistic (Sr) is plotted against time for each
specification in which the hypothesis of stability was

rejected by the cusum-squares test, In addition to the

itiSueh a transformation \vas required since the BDE tests as—
Ni sue that the errors are serially independent. If the serial
coefficient is constant throughout the period, this transfoi’ma—
tinn yields serially independes it error tenns. This transfor—
ination, abs ig with tise presence of a lagged dependent vari-
able, introduces nonstoehastic independent variables, violating
one assumption uf the BDE test. I lowever, we know of no
other stabibty test that adequately deals with such problems.

It should he further noted that the BDE test is derived
i’m the assi smptiois that the variance of the errors arc equal.
iss the ease of money cleman ml, the gemseral isstrease in the
stamsdam-d error of the eqs satioss when the sample period is ex-
tended casts cursory doubt on this assumption.

~‘As regards the BDE tests for the Coldfeld equation, else
should recall the above transformation required by the seri-
ally dependent error terms. In performing this transformation
we took the rho valise from table 3 (0.922) - This serial
coefficient was muds larger than that fomsnd for the earlier
sample period (0440). Whem, the latter estimate is used, the
dish sn-squares test relects the null hypothesis at the 1. per-
cent level,
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Chart I

Brown-Durbin.-Evans Test of
Hamburger + CPR

Cusum Squares
1.0

Cusum Squares
1.0

.8

.6

.4

.2

1956 51 58 59 60 61 62 63 64 65 66 61 68 69 10 71 12 73 74 15 76 1911
The dashed fin erepresents the 50 percent level of significance, the green tune represents the 5 percent level.

Latest data platted: 1st quarter

Chart 2

Brown-.Durbin-Evans Test of
Unconstrained Hamburger + CPR

Cesum Squares
1.0

.8

.6

.4

.2

0

Cusum Squares
1.0

.8

.6

.4

.2

0
1956 57 58 59 60 61 62 63 64 65 66 67 68 69 70 71 72 13 14 75 76 1977
The dashed fin erepresents the 5 percent level of significance, the green line represents the m percent level.

Latent data platted: Itt quarter
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Chart 3

Brown-Durbin-Evans Test of
B. Friedman

Cusum Squares
1.0

Cesur Squares
1.0

.8

.6

.4

.2

0
1956 57 58 59 60 61 62 63 64 65 66 67 68 69 10 11 12 73 74 75 16 1977
The dashed line represents the 5 percent level of significance, the green line represents the I percent level.

Latest data plotted: mt quarter

0

Chart 4

Brown-Durbin-Evans Test of
Garcia-Pak

Cusem Squares
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The dashed fin erepresents the 5 percent eve

1
of significance, the green fine represents the I percent level,

Latest data platted: lit quarter
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Chart 5

Brown-Durbin-Evans Test of
Laumas-Spencer

Cesum Squares Cusem Squares
1.0

.8

.6

.4

.2

0

Latest data plotted 1st quarter

plot of 5
r, each chart plots the mean value of 5

r [i.e.,
E(Sr) = (r — k)/(T — k)] and two confidence lines
which, for given levels of significance, are drawn par-
allel to the mean value line. When the plot of 5,
crosses one of these boundaries, the hypothesis of sta-
bility can be rejected at the appropriate significance
level.

The charts reveal a varied picture of the timing of
the possible structural shift. Chart 1 — representing
the Sr plot for the Hamburger with CPR specification
— shows that at the 10 percent level the sample plot
first intersects the statistical boundary in 11/1966. At
the 5 percent level the Sr plot stays within the bound-
ary, though nearly touching the 5 percent line in
111/1971.

The Sr plot for the Unconstrained Hamburger with
CPR (chart 2) crosses the 5 percent boundary in
111/1974. Over the period 1966-74, however, the path
of 5

r remains close to the 5 percent confidence band.
Chart 3, the ~r plot drawn for the Friedman specifica-
tion, indicates a structural shift (at the . 5 percent
level) in 1/1966. Similar to chart 3, the ~r plot for the
Garcia-Pak specification (chart 4) indicates that at
the 1 percent level a shift in the underlying struc-
tural relationship occurred as earlyas IV/1962. Finally,
the path of 5

r derived from the Laumus-Spencer

equation (chart 5) crosses the 5 percent confidence
line in 1/1970, and intersects the 1 percent line in
IV/1973.

An interesting feature of these results is that the
equations which indicated structural instability shifted
much earlier than might have been expected. The
finding of break points during the mid-1960s is at
odds with much of the recent literature which sug-
gests structural shifts later in the sample period.28

The results presented here do, however, tend to agree
with those of Slovin and Sushka who, using a money
demand equation in which demand deposits were
used as the definition of money, found evidence of
structural instability during the early 1960s.2° Their
work suggests that this shift was due to changes in
Regulation Q limits during this period.

28
Applying the Qnandt log-likelihood ratio test to these equa-
tions suggests the following possible points to structnral shift
in the regression relationships: Hamburger with CPR, 1/1975;
Uncoastrained Hamburger with CPR, 111/1974; B. Friedman,
1/1974; Garcia-Pak, IV! 1967; and Laumns-Spencer, IV/
1973. While these results are in general agreement with those
found by others (e.g., Enzler, Johnson, and Paulus, Goidfetd,
Hamburger), the findings suggest that the structural instabit-
ity of these snodels may have occurred at various times over
the sample period.

tm9
Myron B. Slovia and Marie Elizabeth Sushka, “The Structural

Shift in the Demand for Money,” The Jotintat of Finance
(Juae 1975), pp. 721-31.

1.0

1956 57 58 59 60 61 62 63 64 65 66 67 68 69 10 11 72 73 74 75 76 1971
The dashed line represents the 5 percent level of significance, the green line represents the 1 percent level.
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In summary, these results indicate that many of the
money demand specifications which have been offered
as possible explanations of the missing money puzzle
have actually been subject to significant structural
changes over the 11/1955-1/1977 sample period, A
most interesting finding is that the regression coeffi-
cients on the Goldfeld specification do not change
markedly when the sample period is extended to in-
clude the post-1973 period. In addition, when the
autocorrelation coefficient was constrained to be 0.92,
the equation did not indicate instability according to
the cusmn-squares test.

This article has examined the temporal stability of
several alternative money demand relationships. Re-
cent literature on money demand has drifted away
from this concern and has focused too narrowly on
the issue of predicting post-1972 real money balances.
The formal test results presented in this article sug-
gest that such a shift in emphasis has been misleading.

The findings in this paper indicate that, while sev-
eral of the respecifications of the traditional transac-
tion money demand relationship have yielded accu-

Commercial paper rate (CPR) — 4-6 month prime
commercial paper rate. Prior to 111/1974 average of
most representative daily offering. After 111/1974
average of midpoint of range of daily dealer closing
rates.

Source: Federal Reserve Bank of New York

Long-term U.S. government bond yields (RGL)

Source: Federal Reserve Bulletin

Money stock (Ml) — narrowly defined money bal-
ances (in billions of dollars), seasonally adjusted,
quarterly average of monthly figures.

Source: Federal Reserve Board

Income (y) — gross national product in billions of 1972
dollars at seasonally adjusted annual rates.

Source: U.S. Department of Commerce, Bureau of
Economic Analysis

DECEMBER 1979

rate post-1972 forecasts relative to those found for the
real adjustment version of the Goldfeld specification,
none of the modifications which stood up under criti-
cal review was temporally stable over the entire
11/1955-1/1977 sample period. The modifications con-
sidered here included changing the measurement of
the scale variable, broadening the asset range to in-
clude long-term yields, and redefining money to incor-
porate repurchase agreements.

The test employed in this paper (the BDE cusum-
squares test) did not allow ns to reject the hypothesis
that the underlying relationship between the prede-
termined variables and real money balances, given by
the conventional Goldfeld specification, was stable.
In fact, the regression coefficients for the sample pe-
riod including the turbulent period 1/1973-1/1977 were
markedly similar to those found when the sample pe-
riod was ended in IV/1972. This finding indicates that
the purported breakdown in this specification was
overemphasized as a result of the reliance on the short-
term predictive ability of the equation. In terms of
policy implications, this finding suggests that long-
term monetary policy prescriptions based on the as-
sumption of a stable money demand relationship will
be more reliable than previous analysis has implied.

Price level (P) — implicit gross national product price
deflator (1972 = 100)

Source: U.S. Department of Commerce, Bureau of

Economic Analysis

Time deposit rate (RTD)

Source: Stephen M. Coldfeld

Dividend price ratio on common stocks (DPR)

Source: Federal Reserve Bulletin

Permanent income — exponentially weighted average
of past values of real gross national product.

Source: David E. Spencer

Household net worth (wealth)

Source: Federal Reserve Board

Immediately available funds (IAF)

Source: Garcia-Pak, “The Ratio of Currency.”

Appendix: Data Definitions and Sources
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